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Abstract
Background To improve the early diagnosis of SNPT, is one of the most important measures to reduce the
incidence of pulmonary tuberculosis in China. This paper studied the expression characteristics of
monocytes and other indicators in peripheral blood of SNPT, and discussed the clinical value of those
indicators alone or in combination with T-SPOT.TB in the diagnosis and differential diagnosis of SNPT. 

Methods : We collected 134 SNPT patients, 56 lung cancer patients, 95 pneumonia patients (including 51
CAP patients and 44 HAP patients) and 117 HC as research subjects from Beijing Chest Hospital, Capital
Medical University from January, 2018 to December, 2018. The relevant indicators of peripheral blood
monocytes alone or in combination with T-SPOT.TB of the research subjects were analyzed. Data were
analyzed by SPSS 25.0 software. Measurement data were analyzed by t test or z test. Enumeration data
were analyzed by Chi-square test. ROC curve and diagnostic accuracy were used to evaluate the clinical
value.

Results : The percentage of monocytes, ML ratio and the positive rate of T-SPOT.TB in SNPT group were
higher than those in heathy control group, lung cancer group and pneumonia group, with statistically
signi�cance (P<0.05). In comparison with healthy control group, the sensitivity (98.51%) and accuracy
(80.88%) of ML ratio combined with T-SPOT.TB (parallel test) for the diagnosis of SNPT group were
increased and the rate of missed diagnosis (1.49%) was decreased. In the differential diagnosis of SNPT
and lung cancer, the percentage of monocytes was better than the other three indicators, and the
combined detection with T-SPOT.TB ( series test) can reduce the misdiagnosis rate and improve the
diagnosis accuracy. In the differential diagnosis of SNPT and pneumonia, percentage of monocytes and
ML ratio combined with T-SPOT.TB (series test) can reduce the misdiagnosis rate and improve the
diagnosis accuracy.

Conclusions: The percentage of monocytes and ML ratio have good value of early auxiliary diagnosis,
and the combined diagnosis indicators can make up for the de�ciency of T-SPOT.TB in the diagnosis of
active tuberculosis, and improve the early diagnosis rate of SNPT and the clinical value of differential
diagnosis.

Background
Smear negative pulmonary tuberculosis (SNPT) refers to pulmonary tuberculosis with sputum acid-
fasting staining negative[1]. In 2010, the �fth national tuberculosis epidemiological survey showed that
the prevalence of SNPT among people aged 15 and above was 393/100, 000, accounting for 85.65% of
active tuberculosis patients[2]. In comparison with 2005, the incidence of SNPT in China in 2014 was
increased by 24.2%, and the incidence of SNPT was about 5.9 times higher than that of smear positive
pulmonary tuberculosis[3]. All these suggest that SNPT patients are the main target of active
tuberculosis.
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The existence of SNPT involves a variety of reasons, including the sensitivity of existing detection
methods for Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the characteristics of the lesion of the patients, the quality of
sputum retention of the patients, the quality of sputum test in the laboratory, etc. Even when sputum
Mycobacterium tuberculosis nucleic acid test was used, the detection rate was lower. The sensitivity of
Xpert MTB/RIF test in the diagnosis of SNPT was 67% (62%~72%)[4]. Therefore, it is particularly
important to �nd a simple and easy diagnostic indicator with high sensitivity and speci�city for the early
diagnosis of SNPT.

Monocytes are the precursor of macrophages, which are the target cells of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
and play an important role in the occurrence and development of tuberculosis. The percentage of
monocytes is one of the indicators of blood routine test. The ratio of monocytes to lymphocytes (ML
ratio) in active tuberculosis patients was signi�cantly higher than that in healthy control, and was closely
related to the severity of the lesion[5]. This study retrospectively analyzed the expression characteristics
of peripheral blood monocytes, ML ratio and other indicators in SNPT patients, and evaluated the clinical
value of those indicators alone and in combination with T-SPOT.TB in the diagnosis and differential
diagnosis of SNPT, so as to provide a simple, feasible and new indicator for the early diagnosis of SNPT.

Methods
Study participants

This retrospective study analyzed 402 participants including healthy control and patients who were
hospitalized in Beijing Chest Hospital, Capital Medical University, Beijing, China, and the data were
accessed from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018.

(a) Smear negative pulmonary tuberculosis (SNPT) group: 134 patients (87 men, accounting for 64.90%;
47 women, accounting for 35.10%; mean age 37.05±13.61 years).

(b) Lung cancer group: 56 patients (23 men, accounting for 41.10%; 33 women, accounting for 58.90%;
mean age 54.27±6.30 years).

(c) Pneumonia group: 95 patients (including 51 patients diagnosed with community-acquired pneumonia,
CAP and 44 patients diagnosed with hospital-acquired pneumonia, HAP) (62 men, accounting for 65.30%;
33 women, accounting for 34.70%; mean age 45.76±11.70 years).

(d) Healthy control (HC) group: 117 participants (27 men, accounting for 23.10%; 90 women, accounting
for 76.90%; mean age 33.84±9.96 years).

The gender composition and age of HC group were statistically different from that of SNPT group, lung
cancer group and pneumonia group (P <0.05). In addition, the age of SNPT group was signi�cantly lower
than that of lung cancer group and pneumonia group (P <0.05).

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
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The inclusion criteria were as follows:

(1) SNPT group: a. The diagnosis of the patients conforms to the diagnostic criteria for SNPT in the
Health Industry Standards of the People's Republic of China –"Diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis (WS
288-2017)" and " Classi�cation of tuberculosis (WS 196-2017)". b. Age 18~60 years, men and women. c.
The initial and recurrent patients were included. d. Clinical data were complete.

(2) Lung cancer group: a. The diagnosis of the patients conforms to the diagnostic criteria in the Health
Industry Standards of the People's Republic of China – "Speci�cation for diagnosis and treatment of
primary lung cancer (2018)". b. Age 18~60 years, men and women. c. All patients were initial diagnosis
and before chemoradiotherapy. d. Clinical data were complete.

(3) CAP and HAP group: a. The diagnosis of the patients respectively conforms to the diagnostic criteria
by the Chinese society of respiratory medicine – " Guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of community-
acquired pneumonia in adults in China (2016)" and by the infectious diseases group, the Chinese society
of respiratory medicine – " Guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of hospital-acquired pneumonia and
ventilator-associated pneumonia in adults in China (2018)". b. Age 18~60 years, men and women. c. All
patients were pre-treatment. d. Clinical data were complete.

(4) HC group: a. All participants were with negative T-SPOT.TB, normal chest imaging, no clinical
symptoms of active tuberculosis or other chronic diseases. b. Age 18~60 years, men and women. c. The
relevant data were complete.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) Patients identi�ed as non-tuberculous mycobacterium (NTM)
disease. (2) Pulmonary tuberculosis with lung cancer. (3) Patients with abnormal immune function, HIV
infection, hematologic disease, serious liver and kidney function impairment, pregnancy or lactation. (4)
Recent application of immunosuppressive. (5) Incomplete clinical data.

Detection methods

Blood routine test: The inpatients in the morning of the next day and healthy control on the day of the
physical examination were respectively taken 6~8ml heparin anticoagulant whole blood, and the whole
blood cell count was performed by the blood cell analyzer.

T-SPOT.TB examination: The inpatients in the morning of the next day and healthy control on the day of
the physical examination were respectively taken 6ml peripheral blood, and T-SPOT.TB test kit (Oxford
Immunotech, UK) was applied for detection. The peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) was prepared
to 2.5x106/ml cell suspensions by resuspending and mixing with 5ml RPM1640 medium. 100 μl cell
suspensions were added to each well in the pre-coated plate with anti- IFN-γ antibody, and 4 wells were
set for each case: negative control, positive control, antigen A (early secretory antigen target-6, ESAT-6)
and antigen B (culture �ltrate protein-10, CFP-10) wells. Then, it was incubated in an incubator containing
5% CO2 at 37℃ for 16-24h, washed with PBS, added with biotin-labeled secondary antibodies, stained by
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enzyme, and counted through the enzyme-linked immune spot system (CTL—Immu-noSpot@S5 Versa
Analyzer).

Observe and analysis the indicators and its limit value

Patients information: general demographics (age, sex).

Blood routine test: Percentage of monocytes (Percentage of M), percentage of lymphocytes (Percentage
of L), ML ratio (ML ratio= percentage of M/percentage of L).

T-SPOT.TB examination: The test result is "reactive", with reference to the following criteria: when the
number of negative control hole spots is 0~5, and (the number of antigen A or B hole spots) minus (the
number of negative control hole spots) ≥6; When the number of negative control hole spots is 6-10, and
(the number of antigen A or B hole spots) ≥2 * (the number of negative control hole spots). If the above
criteria are not met and the positive control hole is normal, the test result is "non-reactive".

Statistical analysis

The data were analyzed by SPSS 25.0 software. The measurement data in normal distribution were
expressed as mean ± standard deviation (`x ± s) and analyzed by t test, while the measurement data in
non-normal distribution were expressed as median (interquartile range) [M (P25 ~ P75)] and analyzed by
Z test. The enumeration data were expressed as percentage and analyzed by Chi-square. When the
theoretical frequency<1, the Fisher exact probability test was used. The receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve and diagnostic accuracy were used to evaluate the clinical value. P<0.05 was considered
statistically signi�cant. Clinical diagnostic e�cacy of parallel test and series test: Sensitivity = true
positive cases/(true positive cases + false negative cases); Speci�city = true negative cases/(true
negative cases + false positive cases); Missed diagnosis rate =1 - sensitivity; Misdiagnosis rate=1 -
speci�city; Diagnostic accuracy = (true positive cases + true negative cases)/(true positive cases + false
positive cases + true negative cases + false negative cases).

Results
Expression of monocytes related indicators and T-SPOT.TB in SNPT patients

Table 1 showed the results of peripheral blood monocytes, lymphocytes, ML ratio, T-SPOT.TB and other
indicators in SNPT patients. As shown in table 1, the percentage of M, ML ratio and the positive rate of T-
SPOT.TB in SNPT group were signi�cantly higher than those in HC group, lung cancer group and
pneumonia group (P <0.05). In addition, in comparison with HC group, the percentage of L in lung cancer
group and pneumonia group were signi�cantly decreased, ML ratio and the positive rate of T-SPOT.TB
were signi�cantly increased (P <0.05).

Analysis of the clinical application value of monocytes related indicators in SNPT patients
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The ROC curve of four indicators of 134 SNPT patients was shown in �gure 1, and the prediction
probability was shown in table 2. As shown in �gure 1 and table 2, the AUC curve of single indicator were
0.688~0.952, and the order from high to low was T-SPOT.TB, ML ratio, percentage of L and percentage of
M. Parallel test was used for combined detection, and the AUC curve was 0.963~0.975, and the order
from high to low was ML ratio combined with T-SPOT.TB, percentage of M combined with T-SPOT.TB,
percentage of L combined with T-SPOT.TB.

The mean value of three indicators in HC group (Namely: percentage of M >7.62%, percentage of
L<34.76%, ML ratio >0.23%) and T-SPOT.TB (A or B) ≥6 were taken as the evaluation limits. The
evaluation results of its clinical diagnostic e�cacy in the diagnosis of SNPT alone or combined detection
were shown in table 3. As shown in table 3, the sensitivity (80.6%), speci�city (60.68%) and diagnostic
accuracy (71.31%) of ML ratio were higher than percentage of M and percentage of L, but lower than T-
SPOT.TB. In comparison with single indicator, the sensitivity (98.51%) and diagnostic accuracy (80.88%)
of ML ratio combined with T-SPOT.TB (parallel test) were increased, while the rate of missed diagnosis
was decreased (1.49%).

Analysis of the differential diagnostic value of monocytes related indicators and T-SPOT.TB in SNPT, lung
cancer and pneumonia patients

The differential diagnostic value of monocytes related indicators in SNPT and lung cancer patients: The
mean value of three indicators in HC group (Namely: percentage of M >7.62%, percentage of L<34.76%,
ML ratio >0.23%) and T-SPOT.TB (A or B) ≥6 were taken as the evaluation limits. The evaluation results
of its clinical diagnostic e�cacy in the diagnosis of SNPT and lung cancer alone or combined detection
were shown in table 4. As shown in table 4, the speci�city (78.57%) and diagnostic accuracy (72.63%) of
percentage of M were higher than percentage of L and ML ratio. Although its sensitivity and diagnostic
accuracy were slightly lower than T-SPOT.TB, its speci�city was higher than T-SPOT.TB and its
misdiagnosis rate was lower than T-SPOT.TB. In comparison with single diagnosis indicator, the
sensitivity (59.70%) of percentage of M combined with T-SPOT.TB (series test) was decreased, while the
speci�city (91.07%) was signi�cantly increased, and the misdiagnosis rate (8.93%) was signi�cantly
decreased.

The differential diagnostic value of monocytes related indicators in SNPT and pneumonia patients: The
mean value of three indicators in HC group (Namely: percentage of M >7.62%, percentage of L<34.76%,
ML ratio >0.23%) and T-SPOT.TB (A or B) ≥6 were taken as the evaluation limits. The evaluation results
of its clinical diagnostic e�cacy in the diagnosis of SNPT and pneumonia alone or combined detection
were shown in table 5. As shown in table 5, the sensitivity (80.6%) and diagnostic accuracy (65.07%) of
ML ratio were higher than percentage of L and percentage of M, while the missed diagnosis rate (19.40%)
was lower than percentage of L and percentage of M. In comparison with single diagnosis indicator, the
sensitivity (69.40%) of ML ratio combined with T-SPOT.TB (series test) was slightly decreased, while the
speci�city (75.79%) was signi�cantly increased, the misdiagnosis rate (24.21%) was decreased, and the
diagnostic accuracy rate (72.05%) was increased.
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Discussion
Diagnostic methods of SNPT include sputum Mycobacterium tuberculosis culture and nucleic acid
testing, imaging and immunological test (including tuberculosis skin test (TST), tuberculosis antibody
(TB-Ab) and interferon-γ release assays (IGRAs)). Among them, sputum Mycobacterium tuberculosis
culture, as the gold standard for the diagnosis of tuberculosis, has high speci�city but low sensitivity, and
the culture time is long, leading to a lag in the diagnosis. Even if sputum Mycobacterium tuberculosis
nucleic acid test was used, the detection rate was relatively low. The sensitivity of Xpert MTB/RIF test in
the diagnosis of SNPT was 67% (62%~72%)[4]. Chest imaging examination is an important basis for the
diagnosis of SNPT, but the sensitivity of chest radiographs was 81.6%[6]. Immunological test is one of
the important auxiliary diagnostic evidences for SNPT[7]. However, the sensitivity of immunological
detection also failed to meet expectations. Table 1 of this paper also showed that the positive rate of T-
SPOT.TB in SNPT group was 87.3%, which is close to that reported in the literature[8]. The speci�city of T-
SPOT.TB is low as shown in table 1 of this paper. The positive rate of T-SPOT.TB in lung cancer group
and pneumonia group respectively reached to 32.10% and 36.80%, which suggested that it had low
speci�city in the differential diagnosis of SNPT and non-pulmonary tuberculosis of pulmonary diseases
and was prone to misdiagnosis. Therefore, T-SPOT.TB has high diagnostic value for active tuberculosis in
countries with low burden of tuberculosis [9]. However, in countries with high burden of tuberculosis, it is
controversial whether T-SPOT.TB can be used as the diagnostic basis of active tuberculosis because of
its sensitivity and speci�city, since it is unable to effectively distinguish between active tuberculosis and
Mycobacterium tuberculosis latent infection[10].

Monocytes are the target cells of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, and lymphocytes are the main effector
cells of tuberculosis immunity[11]. The level of ML ratio can re�ect the immune status of the body to
Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection, and clinical detection is simple and easy. Among them, ML ratio is
considered to be an important indicator determining the immune e�ciency of host in the state of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection, which is closely related to monocytes and lymphocytes, and is
easy to be quanti�ed in peripheral blood test. ML ratio was related to the growth of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, suggesting that ML ratio could re�ect the occurrence and development of tuberculosis[11].
ML ratio of active pulmonary tuberculosis patients was signi�cantly higher than that of healthy control,
and was closely related to the severity of lesions[5]. In comparison with healthy control, latent infection
individuals and cured tuberculosis patients, active tuberculosis patients had higher ML ratio and lower
ML ratio after anti-tuberculosis treatment[12]. These studies suggest that ML ratio has certain clinical
value in the diagnosis of active tuberculosis, evaluation of disease severity, and monitoring of anti-
tuberculosis e�cacy[12–16].

As shown in table 1, percentage of M, ML ratio and positive rate of T-SPOT. TB in SNPT group were higher
than those in healthy control group, lung cancer group and pneumonia group. This was consistent with
the reports of Rakotosamimanana[17] and Sampath Pavithra[5]. The results showed that Mycobacterium
tuberculosis infection could lead to abnormal changes in the "quality" and "quantity" of host immune
cells, that is, monocytes, the precursor of macrophages, were increased to engulf the growing and
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reproducing Mycobacterium tuberculosis. The abnormal immune response caused by Mycobacterium
tuberculosis and host malnutrition may inhibit or affect the differentiation and aggregation of
lymphocytes. It is suggested that percentage of M and ML ratio have potential value in the diagnosis of
active pulmonary tuberculosis, especially SNPT. As shown in Fig. 1 and Table 2, in comparison with
healthy control, the AUC curve of percentage of M and ML ratio of SNPT patients respectively reached to
0.688 and 0.791 (P = 0.000), suggesting that these indicators have auxiliary diagnostic signi�cance for
SNPT. The AUC curve of percentage of M and ML ratio combined with T-SPOT.TB (parallel test)
respectively increased to 0.965 and 0.975, suggesting that the combined detection of indicators is helpful
to improve the early detection rate of SNPT. The mean value of healthy control group (table 1) was taken
as the evaluation limits. As shown in Table 3, the sensitivity of percentage of M and ML ratio respectively
was 70.15% and 80.60%, which was slightly lower than T-SPOT.TB (87.31%). However, the combined
detection (parallel test) can improve the sensitivity and decrease missed diagnosis rate. It is suggested
that percentage of M and ML ratio have good value of early auxiliary diagnosis, and the combined
diagnosis of indicators can make up for the de�ciency of T-SPOT.TB in the diagnosis of active
tuberculosis, and improve the early diagnosis rate of SNPT. In addition, the speci�city of percentage of M
and ML ratio of SNPT patients in this paper were lower than that of T-SPOT.TB, because T-SPOT.TB in
healthy control group were all negative. If the selected control group contains latent infection of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the speci�city of these two indicators may be close to T-SPOT.TB, as
reported that the speci�city of IGRAs was 60 ~ 90% in the literature[10].

Lung cancer and pneumonia are relatively high incidence of respiratory diseases, but also are common
diseases of differential diagnosis of SNPT. Because part of the imaging characteristics of lung cancer
(such as soft tissue density of piece of shadow, nodular shadows, empty shadow, etc), respiratory
symptoms (such as cough, hemoptysis, etc) are similar to SNPT patients. Part of the image
characteristics of pneumonia (such as patch, consolidation, nodules, sprouts, etc) and infections,
respiratory symptoms (such as fever, cough, sputum, etc) are also similar to SNPT patients. Therefore, in
the case of negative bacteriology, it is necessary to seek other relevant indicators for differential
diagnosis, in order to improve the diagnosis rate and reduce the misdiagnosis rate.

In terms of differential diagnosis between SNPT patients and lung cancer patients, as shown in Table 4,
in comparison with ML ratio and T-SPOT.TB, the speci�city of percentage of M was higher and up to
78.57%, and the misdiagnosis rate (21.43%) was lower. The speci�city of percentage of M combined with
T-SPOT.TB (series test) increased to 91.07% and the misdiagnosis rate reduced to 8.93%. It is suggested
that monocytes increasing is an important immunological feature of pulmonary tuberculosis, which is
related to the invasion, growth, reproduction and cytokine release of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. While
cellular immune response plays an important role in the occurrence and development of tumors,
macrophages as tumor lysis cells may not be the main effector cells[18]. As shown in table 1 in this
paper, the percentage of M in lung cancer group is close to that in healthy control group. Therefore, in the
differential diagnosis of SNPT and lung cancer, percentage of M has good differential diagnosis value,
which provides a basis for improving the diagnosis rate of SNPT. Although the sensitivity of ML ratio was
higher than percentage of M, its speci�city was lower (41.07%) and the misdiagnosis rate was higher
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(58.93%). Even when ML ratio combined with T-SPOT.TB, the speci�city and misdiagnosis rate were not
better than percentage of M. In addition, although T-SPOT.TB is highly sensitive, the latent infection rate
of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in China is high[19], which leads to low speci�city (67.86%) and high
misdiagnosis rate (32.14%) in the differential diagnosis of SNPT and lung cancer.

In terms of differential diagnosis between SNPT patients and pneumonia patients, as shown in Table 5,
although the sensitivity of percentage of M and ML ratio was high (70.15% and 80.60%), the speci�city of
two indicators was low (46.32% and 43.16%), leading to high misdiagnosis rate (53.68% and 56.86%) in
the differential diagnosis of SNPT and pneumonia. This may be similar to the immune response that
induced by partial pneumonia, which can both induce phagocytosis and killing of pathogens by
macrophages, leading to the increase of peripheral blood monocytes at different degrees. At the same
time, chemotaxis inducing by pulmonary in�ammation can cause neutrophils to move to the
in�ammatory site, resulting in neutrophils increasing in peripheral blood, percentage of L decreasing, and
ML ratio increasing, which is not signi�cantly different from ML ratio of SNPT patients. In addition, even
if T-SPOT.TB was applied to differentiate SNPT and pneumonia, its misdiagnosis rate was higher
(36.84%). Combined detection of percentage of M and ML ratio with T-SPOT.TB (series test) can improve
the speci�city, respectively reaching to 76.84% and 75.79%, thus respectively reducing the misdiagnosis
rate to 23.16% and 24.21% in the differential diagnosis of SNPT and pneumonia.

There were limitations in our study: there were differences in age and gender between groups, for
example, the incidence of primary lung cancer was relatively advanced age. Mainly because this was a
retrospective study, the age and gender of study participants could not be completely controlled. However,
considering that percentage of M and ML ratio were not affected by age and gender, this inter-group
differences would not have a signi�cant impact on the research results.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the percentage of M and ML ratio in peripheral blood are highly expressed in SNPT
patients, which is cheap and easy to measure, and can be used as auxiliary diagnostic indicators for
SNPT. In the differential diagnosis of SNPT and lung cancer, the percentage of M is better than the other
three indicators, and its combined detection with T-SPOT.TB (series test) can reduce misdiagnosis rate
and improve diagnosis accuracy. In the differential diagnosis of SNPT and pneumonia, percentage of M
and ML ratio combined with T-SPOT.TB (series test) can reduce misdiagnosis rate and improve diagnosis
accuracy.
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Tables

Table 1. Expression characteristics of monocytes related indicators and

T-SPOT.TB in SNPT
etection indicator HC group

(N=117)
lung cancer group

(N=56)
pneumonia group

(N=95)
SNPT group

(N=134)
F/c2 test P value

ercentage of M
%,`x ± s)

7.62±1.97 7.06±1.34 8.17±2.13* 8.96±2.46&§£ 13.841a 0.001

ercentage of L
%,`x ± s)

34.76±7.15 26.46±8.04@ 30.57±10.70#* 27.90±8.95&£ 16.854a 0.001

L ratio
x ± s)

0.23±0.08 0.30±0.13@ 0.31±0.18# 0.36±0.19&§£ 15.697a 0.001

SPOT.TB
ase(%)]

        200.557b 0.001

ositive 0(0.00) 18(32.10)@ 35(36.80)# 117(87.30)&§£    
egative 117(100.00) 38(67.90) 60(63.20) 17(12.70)    

Notes M: monocytes, L: lymphocytes, ML ratio: ratio of monocytes to lymphocytes. a=F, b=c2. @: The P

value of HC group and lung cancer group was less than 0.05, #: The P value of HC group and pneumonia

group was less than 0.05, &: The P value of HC group and SNPT group was less than 0.05, *: The P value

of lung cancer group and pneumonia group was less than 0.05,§: The P value of lung cancer group and

SNPT group was less than 0.05, £: The P value of pneumonia group and SNPT group was less than 0.05.
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Table 2. Analysis of predictive probability of monocytes related indicators and T-

SPOT.TB in SNPT and HC
Test result variable AUC curve Standard error P value 95%CI
        Down  Upper
Percentage of M prediction probability 0.688 0.033 0.000 0.622 0.753
Percentage of L prediction probability 0.739 0.032 0.000 0.676 0.802
ML ratio prediction probability 0.791 0.029 0.000 0.735 0.847
T-SPOT.TB prediction probability 0.952 0.014 0.000 0.925 0.980
Percentage of M and T-SPOT.TB 
prediction probability

0.965 0.012 0.000 0.943 0.988

Percentage of L and T-SPOT.TB 
prediction probability

0.963 0.012 0.000 0.939 0.987

ML ratio and T-SPOT.TB prediction probability 0.975 0.009 0.000 0.957 0.994

Table 3. The diagnostic efficacy of monocytes related indicators and T-SPOT.TB in SNPT

and HC
Sensitivity

(%)
Specificity

(%)
Misdiagnosis

rate(%)
Missed
diagnosis
rate(%)

Diagnostic
accuracy (%)

ntage of M 70.15(94/134) 58.97(69/117) 41.03(48/117) 29.85(40/134) 64.94(163/251)
ntage of L 79.85(107/134) 52.99(62/117) 47.01(55/117) 20.15(27/134) 67.33(169/251)
tio 80.60(108/134) 60.68(71/117) 39.32(46/117) 19.40(26/134) 71.31(179/251)
T.TB 87.31(117/134) 100.0(117/117) 0.0(0/117) 12.69(17/134) 93.23(234/251)
ntage  of M and T-
TB
el test

97.76(131/134) 58.97(69/117) 41.03(48/117) 2.24(3/134) 79.68(200/251)

ntage  of L and T-
TB
el test

97.76(131/134) 52.99(62/117) 47.01(55/117) 2.24(3/134) 76.89(193/251)

tio and T-SPOT.TB
el test

98.51(132/134) 60.68(71/117) 39.32(46/117) 1.49(2/134) 80.88(203/251)

 

Table 4. The diagnostic efficacy of monocytes related indicators and T-SPOT.TB in SNPT

and lung cancer patients
Sensitivity

 (%)
Sensitivity

 (%)
Misdiagnosis

rate (%)
Missed diagnosis

rate (%)
Diagnostic
accuracy (%)

ntage of M 70.15(94/134) 78.57(44/56) 21.43(12/56) 29.85(40/134) 72.63(138/190)
ntage of L 79.85(107/134) 16.07(9/56) 83.93(47/56) 20.15(27/134) 61.05(116/190)
tio 80.60(108/134) 41.07(23/56) 58.93(33/56) 19.40(26/134) 68.95(131/190)
T.TB 87.31(117/134) 67.86(38/56) 32.14(18/56) 12.69(17/134) 81.58(155/190)
ntage of M and T-
TB
s test

59.70(80/134) 91.07(51/56) 8.93(5/56) 40.30(54/134) 68.95(131/190)

ntage of L and T-
TB
s test

70.15(94/134) 71.43(40/56) 28.57(16/56) 29.85(40/134) 70.53(134/190)

tio and T-SPOT.TB
s test

69.40(93/134) 78.57(44/56) 21.43(12/56) 30.60(41/134) 72.11(137/190)
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Table 5. The diagnostic efficacy of monocytes related indicators and T-SPOT.TB in SNPT

and pneumonia patients
Sensitivity

 (%)
Sensitivity

 (%)
Misdiagnosis

rate (%)
Missed diagnosis

rate (%)
Diagnostic

accuracy (%)
ntage of M 70.15(94/134) 46.32(44/95) 53.68(51/95) 29.85(40/134) 60.26(138/229)
ntage of L 79.85(107/134) 36.84(35/95) 63.16(60/95) 20.15(27/134) 62.01(142/229)
tio 80.60(108/134) 43.16(41/95) 56.86(54/95) 19.40(26/134) 65.07(149/229)
T.TB 87.31(117/134) 63.16(60/95) 36.84(35/95) 12.69(17/134) 77.29(177/229)
ntage of M and T-
TB
s test

59.70(80/134) 76.84(73/95) 23.16(22/95) 40.30(54/134) 66.81(153/229)

ntage of L and T-
TB
s test

70.15(94/134) 76.84(73/95) 23.16(22/95) 29.85(40/134) 72.93(167/229)

tio and T-SPOT.TB
s test

69.40(93/134) 75.79(72/95) 24.21(23/95) 30.60(41/134) 72.05(165/229)

 

Figures

Figure 1

ROC curve of monocytes related indicators and T-SPOT.TB in SNPT and HC


